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Abstract
In the last few years, the number of real-time applications has increased. These applications
are sensitive and require the methods to utilize existing network capacity efficiently to meet
performance requirements and achieve the maximum throughput to overcome delay, jitter and
packet loss. In such cases, when the network needs to support highly interactive traffic like
packet-switched voice, the network congestion is an issue that can lead to various problems. If
the level of congestion is high enough, the users may not be able to complete their calls and
have existing calls dropped or may experience a variety of delays that make it difficult to
participate smooth conversation.
In this paper, we investigate the effect of priority levels on soft real-time performance. We use
the priority queues to help us manage the congestion, handle the interactive traffic and
improve the over all performance of the system. We consider switched multi-hop network
with priority queues. All the switches and end-nodes control the real-time traffic with “Earlier
Deadline First” scheduling. The performance of the network is characterized in terms of the
average delay, the deadline missing ratio and the throughput.
We will analyze these parameters with both the bursty traffic and evenly distributed traffic.
We will analyze different priority levels and will see how the increase in priority level
increases the performance of the soft real-time system.

Index Terms: Soft real-time, multi-hop, packet switched, priority queues, bursty and evenly
distributed traffic.
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1 Introduction
Real-time systems demand the correct results in the given time span. Real-time systems
should be efficient in the sense of guaranteed quality of service. For guaranteed quality of
service (QoS) in packet switched networks, a number of service disciplines are available [4]
[5] [6]. There are several disciplines that are based on the prioritization of the packets. In
these techniques the priority value is assigned to packets and their transmission becomes
possible on the basis of the values of the priority. The “Priority Queues” are managed for the
implementation of the priority based technique and real-time sorting.
There are two main categories for real-time systems:
1)

Hard real-time systems

2)

Soft real-time systems.

In hard real-time systems the deadline is guaranteed and the task must be completed before
deadline. If the system could not perform its task in the given time and it misses the deadline,
then catastrophe can occur [8].
On the other hand, the soft real-time system is less restrictive. In this system if the task misses
the deadlines then only performance of the system is affected and no catastrophe occurs.
In this project, with the help of simulation results, we have demonstrated the influence of
priority queues in switched multi-hop networks with respect to real-time performance. All the
traffic in the proposed network is periodic. Every packet has its own priority number, the
priority to the packets is assigned on the bases of earlier deadline first (EDF).
In simulation the comparisons are shown for both types of traffics (i.e. bursty traffic and
evenly distributed traffic). In bursty traffic all the traffic flow starts at the same time. In
evenly distributed traffic the starting time of the traffic flow is different. Bursty traffic and
evenly distributed traffic are differentiated by adding some offset values.
Consequently the average delay, deadline ratio and throughput are determined for both types
of traffic flows. The results of different priority levels have been compared to get the
conclusion. The priority queues have been implemented at each port in all the switches in the
network. Finally, we have provided the result of the research work about the influence of
different priority levels on the performance of soft real-time systems.
1.1 Motivation
The packet-switched integrated-service networks need to support large types of real-time
applications with different quality of service (QoS) requirements. These real-time applications
have strict performance requirements in terms of end-to-end delay, average throughput and
packet-loss rate. These requirements must be satisfied, to achieve really high speed, without
compromising on network utilization.
To achieve the QoS guarantees in packet-switched networks, many different service
disciplines have been presented. Many of these service disciplines base on prioritization.
In priority-based service policy, packets are assigned priority values and then transmitted
according to highest-priority-first order. So priority queues can be used to maintain a real-time
sorting of the queue elements in a decreasing order of priorities. Thus, the task of highestpriority can be serviced first.
9
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Due to this, we are going to use the priority queues at each port at each switch to handle the
traffic in such a way that it fulfils the QoS requirements.
The priority queues enable to provide better service to certain flows, and ensure the efficient
use of network resources. When the network is facing a heavy load of traffic, then the priority
queues handle the data in a very efficient way and, as a result, the performance of soft realtime system gets better, because priority queues help to reduce the deadline miss ratio,
average delay and packet loss and increase the throughput.
1.2 Related work
The objective of the given thesis work is to make a scheduling algorithm by using EDF
approximation that manages the priority queues of different priority levels for switched multihop network. There are many techniques to prioritize the queues. The priority queues
technique can be managed on the basis of:
1)

Shortest Message Preempt Packet Scheduling (SMP-PS) [1].

2)

Shortest Remaining Transmission Time (SRTT-PS) [1].

In SMP-PS, the priority queues are managed on the basis of message length [1]. The packets
belonging to the messages of shorter length are processed first. It interrupts the transmission
of the packets of the messages which are longer in length. The longer message’s packets again
continue their transmission when shorter one finishes. In this technique, it is necessary to
know the length of the packet before implementation. All the priority queues can be managed
on the basis of the priority of the packets, and priorities are the inverse of the message length
of the packet to which these packets belong [1]. In comparison to SMP-PS and FCFS, the
SMP-PS is efficient than FCFS [1]. However, the drawback of the SMP-PS priority technique
is that, when a short message interrupts the longer one, the longer one stops its transmission,
even if it may be near to completion [1].
The packets belonging to the message whose transmission time is shorter have higher priority
over those packets which belong to the messages having longer transmission time. Both SMPPS and SRTT-PS use almost the same strategy. SMP-PS works on the basis of message length
and SRTT-PS works on the basis of transmission time. Shortest SRTT-PS is more
complicated than SMP-PS because in this scheduling technique it is necessary for each node
to have the complete information of every message state which is in buffer [1]. Therefore for
SRTT-PS, each node needs the information of the message length and message state. Every
packet needs the tag of message state and length, which makes it possible for the nodes to
identify the message state. SRTT-PS scheduling is little bit more complex than SMP-PS but it
is more efficient than SMP-PS [1].
Similarly, according to the literature so far, many hardware based priority queues have been
introduced, like calendar queues, binary tree of comparator based priority queues and systolic
array based priority queues [4] [3]. All of these techniques have some limitations. Such as the
calendar queues technique can maintain only a small and fixed set of prioritized data and the
large priority set requires intensive hardware support. Similarly, the priority queues based on
binary tree comparison and systolic array are normally harder to scale because the hardware
depends on the worst case queue size binary tree of comparator based priority queues and
systolic array based priority queues [4].
In this project, the EDF approximation technique has been used to manage the priority queues
[2]. There would be multiple priority queues, all depending upon the nature of the data.
Priority queues are managed on the basis of the deadline of the packet, so there would be little
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experience of starvation. The management of priority queues by using EDF approximation is
reliable for real-time systems because it will keep track of the time period and deadline of
every packet. We have implemented the soft real-time systems because the hard real-time
system is beyond the scope of this thesis project.
1.3 Problem Definition
In a multi-hop packet switched network, we need to evaluate the effect of priority levels upon
the performance of soft real-time systems for both kinds of “bursty” and “evenly distributed”
traffics.
Soft real-time system is a system in which the overall system remains in working state, but the
performance is affected, when the tasks are not completed on time. Like in video conference,
if voice data packets are not synchronized with video data packets, then it will irritate the
clients, but the system will remain in a working state i.e. it will never crash. The video can be
seen and voice can be heard although they are not synchronized. In this proposed project there
is a need to implement the priority queues to check the effect of these priority levels on the
performance of soft real-time systems.
1.4 Thesis organization
The remaining parts of the thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 contains discussion about the Network Model assumptions and specifications.
Chapter 3 is about the model of the network.
Chapter 4 carries the simulation approach and experiments.
Chapter 5 gives the Conclusion.
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2 Network model
For the logical structure of the network model, binary tree topology has been implemented.
Figure 1 shows the topology of proposed network model, in which all the ending nodes can
send and receive data over full duplex links.
2.1 Assumptions and Specifications
We assume a multi-hop network with end nodes and switches that are connected in a packet
switched network. There are many network topologies and configurations which have their
own pros and cons but, we are using tree topology having the computation nodes in the leaves
and switch nodes in the rest of the tree.
In our case the switches are output buffered and support store and forward message passing
technique. As we are using tree topology, so every switch has three ports.
The classification delay, processing delay and propagation delay are fixed. The priority
queues are employed at each port in all the switches without any change in the network
protocols. The switches are output buffered and handle the flows on per port basis. All the
switches and the end nodes have software (Real-time layer) added which shapes the traffic on
the real-time channel [15].
A real-time channel with index i is characterized by:
{Pi, Ci, di},
Where Pi is the period of data, Ci is the amount of data per period, and di is the relative
deadline [15]. Each flow has a random number of packets from the range 1 to 4 from uniform
distribution.
The comparison has been made for the following parameters:
i. Average delay
ii. Deadline miss ratio
iii. Throughput
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2.2 Multi-hop network topology

Figure 1: Multi-hop network

It is the general diagram of proposed Multi-hop network, where multiple hops are connected
to each other using tree topology. Figure 1 shows the binary tree topology that is being used in
the proposed network model. This is a generic model, generic in the sense that we can add and
remove the desired number of hops in/from the network. The experiments have been made by
making fix number of hops that facilitate a comparison of the results during experiments. For
this purpose four levels binary tree topology has been used (15 switches). Figure 2 depicts the
internal functionality of the switch. Each switch performs its action according to this
methodology.
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2.3 Methodology

Internal functionality in each port of each switch

Figure 2: Packet traversing model at each port in each switch

Figure 2 shows the packet traversing using priority queues of each port of every switch in
multi-hop network. In the proposed tree topology, each hop has at least three links through
which it can transmit and receive data. These processing components, like the set of priority
queues and scheduler, will provide the service at each link. So the above processing unit
works at each port.
A packet has to pass through different stages before travelling to the next hop in a switched
multi-hop network, where a packet is scheduled through priority queues. The packet passes
through the stages of classifier, priority queue, and scheduler. Then it is transmitted to next
hop.
Classifier classifies the data packets on the basis of packet header information, i.e. deadline
and nature of the data etc. Then these packets are forwarded concerned queue. There are three
queues in the proposed model. The top queue has high priority containing high priority data
like voice packets. The middle queue has medium priority data, such as instant messages data
packets. The lower queue has low priority and contains packets of low priority like e-mail
data packets.
After passing packets to the concerned queues, the scheduler gets the data from all these
queues on the basis of their priorities and sends to the link. If the link is busy, the packet waits
in the output buffer from where it is transmitted to the next hop.
When a packet moves from one hop to the concerned hop, it suffers different sorts of delays
like classifying delay, priority queuing delay, processing delay, transmission delay and
propagation delay.
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2.4

Classifier

From the implementation point of view, a classifier is a small function which is used for
classification. It fills the queues according to the given pattern of the priority. This classifier
receives the packets from the sources and accesses their header information and then on the
base of their deadlines it classifies the packet priority queues. The packet which has a shorter
deadline has the high priority [7].
There are many techniques to maintain the priority queues. Mostly the priority queues are
maintained on the basis of message length, shortest remaining transmission time [1] and on
the hardware level. There are also some other techniques to maintain the priority queues such
as calendar queue, binary tree of comparator based priority queues and systolic array based
priority queues [4] [3]. However, in the proposed project, the recommended one is the EDF
approximation. That is why it has been used instead of other techniques. Classifier always
remains active and classifies the packet as it receives. Hence no packet remains in a waiting
state in the classifier.
2.5 Priority queue
In the priority queues technique, the highest priority packets are serviced first. When there is
no packet available in high priority then low-level priority traffic would be served [10]. In this
case, the project classifier classifies the data packets and fills the queues according to their
priority. Each packet goes into its assigned queue. In our case, there are three priority level
queues i.e. high, medium and low level priority queue.

Figure 3: Priority queues

Packets belonging to the high priority go to the level one queue and packets of medium
priority go to second level queue and low priority packets would be in third level queue. At
this stage, the purpose of the queues is to hold the prioritized data packets to provide the
services to scheduler.
Figure 3 depicts the priority wise access method of the priority queues. In this figure, there
are number of priority queues which are managed according to the priority of the packets.
15
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High priority packets (for example VoIP) will go in the level one queue, data having low
priority (for example data from UDP applications) will go in level two queue and data from
TCP applications will be managed in the third level queue. Then the scheduler will access the
queues on the basis of their priority. The high priority queue will be served first and when it
becomes empty the scheduler will move to the low priority queue and so on.
2.6 Scheduler
The scheduler provides the services to access the priority queues. Scheduler fetches the data
packets from the priority queues and sends those packets through the transmission medium to
the next hop. In a case when the link is busy, as in our case, only one packet can travel
through the link in a single unit of time. So the packet will wait in the buffer.
For fetching the packets from the queues there are many techniques that a scheduler can use
like round robin (RR), weighted round robin (WRR) and first come first serve (FCFS).
The RR accesses all the available queues in turns from 1 to n then again starts from 1, and so
on. It gives the opportunity to all the queues [11]. In WRR, each queue has some wattage over
others [11]. For example, if there are three queues, then four packets from first level and two
from second level and one from first level.
We are using FCFS scheduling technique in our implementation. In FCFS, the packet is
served first which comes first [2]. The scheduler accesses the packets from the priority queues
by using FCFS. We can say that, over all scheduling method is priority queues, and every
individual queue is accessed using FCFS.
2.7 Communication Mechanism
As the real-time communication needs strict delay requirements and guaranteed performance,
the real-time channels are used to guarantee the performance [13]. So, in the proposed model,
the real-time channels have been used for data transmission.
2.7.1

Real-time Channel Establishment

A real-time channel, also called the “logical” channel, is a communication technique which is
used for timely delivery of messages in the real-time communication [14]. It is a path between
the source and destination having parameters which represent the performance requirements
of the client [13]. It is a process of request and acknowledgment in which the source node,
destination node and switches take part, and agree to establish a communication channel. Both
the end nodes and switches have a software layer also called real-time channel layer, which
shapes the traffic on the real-time channel.
The real-time channel is established, when the application task requests the network by
sending a “request-frame” to the switch; in its request, the task states all the required
constraints. The switch performs the feasibility test, and determines whether the establishment
is feasible or not. If it is feasible, the “request-frame” is forwarded to the next hop. In reply
the destination node sends back a “response-frame”, which ultimately reaches to the source
node. If the request is not feasible the “request-frame” is not sent to the next hop. Instead,
“response-frame” is sent to source with the information of rejection [15].
2.7.2 Real-time Traffic Handling
The real-time layer changes the IP header and sets up the outgoing real-time IP datagram [15].
The absolute deadline of the frame is set by the IP source address and 16 most significant bits
of IP destination address. The 16 least significant bits become the real-time channel ID. The
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type of service field is set to value 255. To deliver the frame to final destination, the switch
exchanges the source and destination IP addresses and MAC addresses with correct ones
(which were stored in the switch at the time of channel establishment). The error checking
techniques are applied before putting frames into output queue [15].
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3 Simulation approach
For the simulation, binary tree topology has been used; the tree has four levels, containing
fifteen switches, so the network is considered as a multi-hop network. Each real-time channel
has the inter-arrival time of messages that it carries; each real-time channel can carry a
message of maximum length of 4 packets, i.e. each message has random number of packets
within the range of 1 to 4 from a uniform distribution. Every real-time channel has a deadline
according to which, it is served [9], the shortest the deadline highest the priority [7].
The maximum delay to send a packet at 100 Mbps link with a packet size 1518 bytes, is ≈ 121
µs, but we assumed little bit more, i.e. 125µs, as assumed in [12]. Packets are classified into
their proper priority queues through the classifier. Then, the scheduler fetches the packets
from the queues on the basis of the FCFS scheduling mechanism [2], and sends to the next
hop if the link is free. If the link is not free then the packet has to wait in output buffer until
the link is free.
From the real-time point of view, the arrival time of a packet should be less than or equal to
the assigned deadline.
For a hard real-time system, it is very important to meet the deadline otherwise catastrophe
will occur, but for a soft real-time system, if packet delay increases than its deadline, then
definitely performance is affected but the overall system remains in working condition and no
catastrophe occurs. The delay that any packet can suffer is the difference of starting time
(when a packet enters a network) and delivery time (when a packet reaches its destination).
3.1 Delay comparison between bursty and evenly distributed traffic
When all the traffic starts from same time zero it is called bursty traffic. It means that all the
traffic enters in the network at the same time. The evenly distributed traffic is differentiated
on the basis of offset. In the following example, we calculate the delay of both types of traffic
and see that the total delay of evenly distributed traffic is less than the bursty traffic. This is
logical, because when all the traffic enters in the network at the same time then the network
would definitely be congested and this congestion will cause the extra delay. We will see the
clear difference in the following delay calculations.
Figure 4 shows a very simple binary tree network that has been considered for the experiment.
In this diagram, there are three switches and four nodes, these nodes can send and receive the
data. In this experiment, node N1 and N2 are source nodes and N4 is destination node.
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Figure 4: N1 & N2 are source node and N4 are destination nodes.

3.2

Evenly distributed traffic

In this section the delay calculation is discussed for evenly distributed traffic in the network.
In this experiment the M1, M2, M3 are three messages and the N1, N2 are source nodes while
N4 is the destination node; N1 is generating one message M1 and N2 is generating two
messages M2 and M3. The message M1 has offset 25µs, length 10 bytes, and deadline is
250µs. The message M2 has offset 0µs, length 25bytes, deadline 175µs. The message M3 has
offset 15µs, length 25bytes and deadline 225µs. Data rate is supposed to be 1 Mbps. So
according to the given data rate and length of the messages, the transmission delay of message
M1 is 10 µs and both the messages M2 and M3 have 25µs.
At the time zero microsecond, the packet of message M2 arrives with 25µs transmission delay
towards switch S1. At time 15µs, the message M3 tried to arrive, but the link was busy so it
suffered a 10µs queuing delay because of the message M2. So, the message M3 will reach at
the switch S1 at time 50µs, meanwhile the message M2 would be transmitted and it will reach
at the switch S2 at time 50µs, and the message M1 will reach at time 35µs at the switch S1,
before the message M3.
At the time 50µs, the message M2 will be transmitted to the switch S3 and it will reach at
time 75µs. The message M1 will be transmitted now and reaches at the switch S2 at time 60µs
and it will suffer 15µs queuing delay because, at that time, the link was busy because of the
message M2. After that, the message M3 will be transmitted and reaches at the switch S2 at
time 85µs by facing 10µs queuing delay because of the message M1, which kept the link
busy.
Meanwhile the message M2 will be transmitted to destination node at time 100µs; that will
never face any queuing delay because it is one link ahead from the beginning. When it moves
to next link, then other packets come into the previous link. So, when the message M2
transmitted from the switch S3, at the same time the message M1 transmits from the switch
S2 to switch S3 and will face 15µs delay because of message M2. Then message M3 will be
transmitted; it will reach at the switch S3 by facing 10µs queuing delay because of the
message M2, and the message M3 will reach at destination node by facing zero microsecond
delay from the switch S3 to the destination node N4. Finally to calculate the delay, we need to
19
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subtract the starting time from the total time that a packet has faced to reach the destination.
The following table shows the delay at each switch.
The following abbreviations have been used:
DS1 = delay at switch (S1)
DS2 = delay at switch (S2)
DS3 = delay at switch (S3)
DN1 = delay at source node (N1)
DN2 = delay at source node (N2)
DN4 = delay at destination node (N4)
TD = total delay
The delay at each switch that a packet faced is as follows:
Messages

Offset

DS1 (µs)

DS2 (µs)

M1

25

35

60

M2

0

25

M3

15

50

DS3 (µs)

DN4 (µs)

TD (µs)

85

110

110-25=85

50

75

100

100-0=100

85

110

135

135-15=120

Blocking time that each packet faced at each hop:
Messages

Offset

N1-N2 (µs)

DS1 (µs)

DS2 (µs)

DS3 (µs)

M1

25

N1=0

15

15

15

M2

0

N2=0

0

0

0

M3

15

N2=10

10

0

0

3.3

Bursty traffic

For the case of bursty traffic, the same traffic parameters are used which were used for the
evenly distributed traffic experiment, but here all the traffic is starting from time zero. So,
M1, M2, M3 are three messages, that will traverse through the switches S1, S2 and S3, from
source nodes N1 and N2 towards the nodes N4 which is the destination node.
The node N2 is generating two messages M2 and M3. The message M1 has deadline 250µs,
M2 has 175µs and M3 has 225µs. The transmission delay is supposed to be 25µs.
So, according to the deadline, the message M2 is transmitted first and it will reach at the
switch S1 at the time 25µs, then the message M2 wants to be transmitted but the link is busy
so it will face 25µs delay and it will reach at switch S1 in 50µs, because the link will be free
after 25µs and 25µs is the transmission delay, so that is why it will reach at the switch S1 in
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50µs. The message M1 is from a separate node, so it will reach at the switch S1 in 25µs. Now
the message M2 will be transmitted and it will reach at the switch S2 in 50µs, at this time, the
message M1 was in the queue of the switch S1, so the message M1 wants to be transmitted
but the link is busy so it will face delay of 25µs and it will reach at the switch S2 in 75µs.
Meanwhile the message M3 also wanted to be transmitted but the link was busy so it had to
face delay of 25µs and it would reach at the switch S2 in 100µs.
Now the message M1 will be transmitted and it will reach at the switch S3 in 100µs, the
message M3 will reach at the switch S3 in 125µs.
Now, again the message M2 will be moved first and it will reach at the destination node in
100µs, the message M1 in 125µs and the message M3 in 50µs. It is clearer in the table.
The delay at each switch that a packet faced is as follows:
Messages Offset

DS1(µs)

DS2 (µs)

M1

0

25

75

M2

0

25

M3

0

50

DS3 (µs)

DN4 (µs)

TD(µs)

100

125

125-0=125

50

75

100

100-0=100

100

125

150

150-0=150

Blocking time (queuing delay) that each packet faced at each hop:
Messages

Start time

N1-N2 (µs)

DS1(µs)

DS2 (µs)

DS3 (µs)

M1

0

N1=0

25

0

0

M2

0

N2=0

0

0

0

M3

0

N2=25

25

0

0

From this experiment, it is clear that the non-busty traffic has lower delay than busty traffic.
In the case of bursty traffic, the total delay is 125+100+150=375µs, while for the evenly
distributed traffic, the delay is 85+100+120= 305µs.
3.4

Simulation experiments

The simulation analysis presented here shows the performance difference among usage of
different priority levels with the EDF scheduling. The network has been simulated with 100
Mbit/s full-duplex Ethernet switches, source nodes, destination nodes, and sets of real-time
channels. Each real-time channel has random deadline from the range 1200µs to 2500µs and
has period of 2000µs. Each real-time channel has a random number of packets from the range
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1 to 4 from the uniform distribution. Maximum number of priority levels is 3 and the priority
has been assigned on the base of deadline.

Average Delay [µs]

Bursty Traffic with Priority queue

Figure 5: Average delay for bursty traffic

Figure 5 shows the average delay comparison among different priority levels having bursty
traffic in the network.
The graph shows three scenarios. The first one is when there is only one queue which is
depicted by solid line. The second one when there are two priority levels is depicted by
dashed line and finally third scenario when there are thee priority levels is depicted by dotted
line.
Up to 22 to 23 real-time channels, the average delay is almost same for all scenarios but, after
that the network starts becoming congested and the effect of priority levels gets clear.
The average delay represented by the solid line is above the others. Its last point is near 6000
µs, which is higher than the other two. The dashed line is between the solid and dotted lines.
The last point of this line is nearly 5000µs.
The dotted line is below the other two lines. It shows that the average delay decreases when
there are three priority levels and its last point is near to 3500µs.
We can see how the average delay decreases with the increase of priority level.
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Bursty Traffic with Priority queue

Figure 6: Dead line miss ratio for bursty traffic

Figure 6 shows the deadline miss ratio comparison, when there is bursty traffic in the
network. This graph also shows the effect of priority levels very clearly. We can see that as
we increase the priority level the deadline miss ratio decreases.
The solid line is higher than the other two, showing that the deadline miss ratio will be high
for the case of one queue. All the traffic goes into one queue, so if the packets of low priority
are already in the queue and there come high priority packets, then the high priority packets
will suffer delay; they will have to wait until the delivery of the low priority packets.
Ultimately, performance will be decreased.
The deadline miss ratio for the case of two priority queues is less than the one queue but
slightly more than the three priority queues. In the case of three priority queues, the deadline
miss ratio even reduces.
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Average Delay [µs]

Figure 7 below, shows the average delay comparison among different priority levels but,
having the evenly distributed traffic in network.

Figure 7: Average delay for evenly distributed traffic

This figure also shows the clear difference among the different priority levels. We can see that
the average delay decreases with the increase of priority level.
Like figure 5, in figure 7 there is no difference for low traffic load. The effect becomes clear
with the increment of traffic load. When the network is more congested the effect of multiple
priority queues becomes significant.
The last point of dotted line is near 3000µs where as the last point of solid line is near 5500µs
which is nearly double the dotted line.
Figure 8 below shows the deadline miss ratio comparison among different priority levels but,
having evenly distributed traffic in network.
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Figure 8: Dead line miss ratio for evenly distributed traffic

Figure 8 shows the graph of deadline miss ratio for evenly distributed traffic according to the
same parameters as given above. This graph depicts that the deadline miss ratio decreases
with the increase of the number of priority levels. In the graph, the solid line is for a single
queue. The dashed line shows two priority levels and the dotted one is for three priority levels.
From Figure 8, we see in the beginning that the deadline miss ratio is the same for all the
cases, but soon it depicts the clear effect of multiple priority levels. When the traffic load
increases, the solid line gets higher than other two, showing that the deadline miss ratio is
high for that case.
For the dashed line, the deadline miss ratio is lower than the solid line and higher than the
dotted line. The dotted line shows that the deadline miss ratio is lower than the other two
cases. We noticed in this figure that the three priority queues produces the better results and
have positive effect on the performance of real-time system.
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Figure 9: Average throughput

Figure 9 shows the average throughput comparison among different priority levels.
For a system having low network traffic load, the better performance can be achieved using
single priority level, but with high traffic load, we need more priority levels to get better
performance in the form of high throughput. As it can be seen form the figure 9, when there is
more channel request (>15) the throughput of the priority level 3 is better than the priority
level 2 which is better than the priority level 1.
It is clear from the figure 9 that the single queue system becomes saturated earlier than the
two or three priority levels systems and starts missing deadline more frequently, and
ultimately throughput starts decreasing, but the systems of two and three priority levels never
get saturated as soon as for the case of one queue, because they handle the traffic more
efficiently. The performance gets better with the increment of priority level. We can see that
the dotted line is above than the solid and dashed lines, showing the higher throughput and
better performance.
On the basis of the above graph, it can be said that the increase in priority level increases the
system performance by increasing the throughput, decreasing the average delay and deadline
miss ratio.
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4

Conclusion

In this thesis project, we have presented a switched multi-hop priority queued network
supporting real-time communication. Implementing the priority queues in each switch has a
positive impact on the performance of soft real-time systems. From the simulation
experiments, it is clear that the increase in priority level increases the system performance by
increasing throughput, decreasing delay and decreasing deadline miss ratio.
It is observed that there should not be too many traffic types as high priority. Because the
priority queuing is not fair, in the sense that, the high priority packets are always served first;
If there is a constant stream of packets of high priority, the packets in the low priority queue
are ignored until the high priority queue is empty. So the packets in low priority queue face
starvation and miss their deadlines. Moreover, it is also observed that the evenly distributed
traffic suffers less delay and less deadline miss ratio as compared to bursty traffic. However,
the effect of priority levels for both kinds of traffic is positive. The increase in priority level
brings the better performance in soft real-time systems by guaranteeing the quality of service.
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